
DRUG-FREE PAIN RELIEF

“Your product was an integral part of my recovery 
from double knee surgery. I had torn both of my quad 
tendons from the bone as a result of an accident. The 
inflammation was unbelievable! In the absence of the 

Active Ice® System, I do not believe that my overall 
recovery would have been as successful.”

- Gloria in SC

SEE OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT  
LINE AT POLARPRODUCTS.COM

ACTIVE ICE® 3.0 
COLD THERAPY SYSTEM

ACTIVE ICE® 3.0 COLD 
THERAPY SYSTEM

DRUG-FREE PAIN RELIEF

ACTIVE ICE® DOUBLE  
SYSTEMS AVAILABLE!

THE POLAR DIFFERENCE
WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE THE 

ACTIVE ICE® 3.0 SYSTEM:

#AIS3.0-9-KBFULL

WHISPER QUIET,  
HIGH-EFFICIENCY PUMP 
continuously circulates cold water through five 
feet of insulated tubing and the therapy pad.

BODY-PART SPECIFIC AND UNIVERSAL 
COLD THERAPY PADS provide excellent 
coverage and maximum cold therapy to the 
target body part.

ADDITIONAL UPGRADES include a 
Lithium-ion battery pack and adjustable 
temperature flow control. 

COMFORTABLE AND EASY-
TO-USE CIRCULATING COLD 

WATER THERAPY SYSTEM 

Our 9-quart and 16-quart systems can be 
customized to offer convenient cold therapy to 

two parts of the body simulatenously! 

Already have a 
system? You can 

purchase the  
#AISY along with 

any other therapy 
pad to make it  

a double!

A critical safety feature - our timer  
allows you to set custom cold therapy 
“on” and “off” duration cycles. The  
timer also allows you to modify the flow 
of the water, modifying the temperature. 

PROGRAMMABLE TIMER & 
TEMPERATURE FLOW CONTROL

#DFT

Our standard 9-Quart and 
16-Quart upgrade are the largest 
cooling reservoirs on the market! 
This allows for longer-lasting  
cold therapy and will get you 
through the night, if needed. Our 
systems hold frozen water bottles, 
which can be used instead of ice. 
Less mess, more convenience! 

LARGE COOLING  
RESERVOIRS

9 Q
T

16 Q
T

THE SYSTEM DESIGN & FEATURES:
• Specifically designed to deliver drug-free pain 

relief after injury or post-surgery.

• Provides effective treatment for reducing pain  
and inflammation and facilitating recovery.

• The therapy pad provides comfortable, 
targeted cold therapy with straps to secure  
and provide gentle compression. 

• Multiple therapy pad and compression 
wrap options for many different body parts, 
including knees, shoulders, back, hips, head, 
joints and more.CUSTOM SYSTEMS AVAILABLE! 

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

DUAL 
THERAPY PAD 

CONNECTER 
(#AISY)

Polar Products is a family-owned 
company with over 35 years of 
experience manufacturing effective, 
high-quality and affordable hot/cold 
therapy and body cooling products. 

polarproducts.com   |  800.763.8423

#AIS3.0-9-D-KB



UNIVERSAL & BODY-PART SPECIFIC THERAPY PADS
Every Active Ice® 3.0 System includes your choice of a universal or body-part specific therapy pad. Our cold therapy pads provide excellent coverage of the affected area. 
Included and/or attached elastic and Velcro belts provide comfortable compression while the insulated outer fabric directs maximum cold therapy towards the body.

UNIVERSAL KNEE BACK & HIP

HAND & WRIST

BLANKET

FOOT & ANKLE HEAD & FACE

SHOULDER

OPTIONAL COMPRESSION WRAPS

Wraps provide a comfortable compression and 
ease the placement and attachement of the pad 
on the specific body part. 
*Compression wraps are only compatible with the Universal “U” 
Therapy Pad.

SHOULDER 
(#SB)

HEAD CAP 
(#HC)

BLANKET  
(#BB)

FOOT & ANKLE 
(#FB)

UPPER FOOT 
 & ANKLE (#FBN)

*Shown is the universal therapy pad with the knee compression wrap.

UNIVERSAL “U” 
(#UB)

RECTANGULAR 
(#RB)

KNEE & JOINT 
(#KB)

HAND & WRIST 
(#HWB)

FACE  
(#FMB)

FULL 
CIRCUMFERENCE 
KNEE (#KBFULL)

BACK & HIP 
(#LB) 

EXTENDED  
COVERAGE  
HIP (#HP) 

“I had a total knee replacement and it’s been so helpful. 
I have to say, this is a lifesaver – I love this product.  

I highly recommend this.”
- Virginia in Georgia

“After my total hip replacement, this product was so 
helpful with my pain relief. I used the ice bottles so I 

didn’t have to empty the cooler every day.”
- Lisa in Arizona

“I bought this for my husband’s upcoming surgery. 
He isn’t a fan of pills and pain medication. This 
was a blessing and a godsend to aid in his pain 

management and recovery...”
- Kelly in Florida

“I would highly recommend 
this for anyone who is 

having surgery or needs 
cold therapy. It’s been 

very helpful at keeping the 
swelling down.”

- Christine in Florida

“This product is indispensable 
when you have an injury  

that requires icing.  
Especially after surgery and 

with limited mobility. It’s 
crazy that patients are sent 

home without one of these.”
- Robert in Ohio

“I absolutely love this head cap and would recommend it 
to anyone suffering from frequent migraines.”

- Heather in FL

EXTENDED HEAD 
CAP (#HCL)

polarproducts.com
800.763.8423

polar@polarproducts.com
GSA Contract #V797V-30220

Read more customer reviews at polarproducts.com.

KNEE  
(#KAW)

BACK/HIP 
(#LAW)

SHOULDER 
(#SAW)

“This system is a MUST for anyone who wants to accelerate their post-surgery recovery time. Using it 
has led to less pain and swelling.” - Barbara in Virginia

#AIS3.0-9-UB-KAW #AIS3.0-9-KB

#AIS3.0-9-LB #AIS3.0-9-HP

#AIS3.0-9-SB

#AIS3.0-9-FB


